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The meeting of two stories. 

The history of the Foiadelli family, generations 

of engineers, entrepreneurs and industrialists: 

the ingenuity, passion and pragmatism of 

people used to transforming ideas into 

technological solutions. 

The history of the Vaccarini family, a history 

of the Italian artistic and intellectual 

tradition that has crossed the 20th century to 

reach the 21st century, reinterpreting the 

aesthetic and ethical vision of the figurative 

and musical arts through the interpretation 

of technology.

In 1999 these two stories met and from their 

subsequent union, in life and work, Elli & Rini 

was born and draws inspiration: an atelier of 

ideas which, in constant openness and dialogue 

with professionals and visionaries devoted to 

the search for beauty and the new,  gives life 

to innovative solutions in which design and 

technology meet to be at the service of people 

and the world.



Creative atelier of physical and digital design 
solutions, inspired by technology and beauty.



Welcome to our world.



Redesign the Space



PIANETA is a space within a space that transforms itself, dresses 
up, enriched with new functions capable of creating new sets 

within one's home, office or boutique.

PIANETA is a bright and sartorial design object.  
A space in space, a double-breasted technological place.

Hotel de Russie, Rome 
Roccoforte Hotels Group 



Why you should choose PIANETA?

The speed of digitalization

A new experience vision

Possibility for the brand to insert an element of digital living within its boutique to create a connection between the physical experience and the digital world.

Recreate a continuous experience client-personal shopper in boutique context mixed with augmented reality and privacy.

Mini-boutique worldwide
PIANETA can be installed in public contexts like young airports and hotel halls and for temporary events like events and sporting events.

Your PIANETA customized
Possibility to customize your PLANET, using the materials, as well your distinctive features.

F1 Charity Night - Laureus Foundation 
Palazzo Cusani, Milan



A sculpture-lamp and a comfortable and technological environment, a workplace 
but also a space for reading, meditation, listening to music, entertainment. 

Outside the structure is composed by wood, available in different essences (oak, 
honeyed walnut, polished mahogany, lacquered...), and is covered with backlit 

panels enriched with natural elements (stabilized plants), stone materials (Dekton 
Slim by Cosentino) but also glassy or fabric. 

Antico Boeucc - Since 1696  
Piazza Belgioioso 3, Milan



Inside, the core offers an adjustable armchair, double coffee table, 
storage compartments covered in leathers and fabrics and a 

technological system (monitor, dolby audio system, webcam, wireless 
charging system, USB ports and futuristic haptic panel for the 

management of each interaction) integrated into the structure for 
maximum comfort and sensory experiences to listening music, 

watching TV, making video calls or working on the computer. 

The combination of external and internal finishes offers a wide and 
strong customization of the product, allowing it to be set within any 

space.



Structure Informations and Elements

Armchair fabric: velvet 

Fabric finishes: velvet 

Leather finishes 

Carpet mat: moquette 

Metal structures: painted according to the chosen model 

Internal elements in wood: painted according to the chosen model 

Petals holder in wood painted according to the chosen model 

Green petal: stabilized forest green lichen 

Petals with stone grafts: Dekton Slim by Cosentino 

Gull wing : according to the chosen model

Elli&Rini Flagship Store 
Via Borgospesso 8 (corner via Montenapoleone), Milan



Tech Informations and Elements

Integrated hi-fi Systesms: HMI (haptic panel), domotic ready system, forced ventilation and gull wing (optional) 

System power supply voltage: 110VAC, 230VAC 

1x Receiver 

1x Webcam: USB, 1920x1080 resolution 

1x Monitor: 32 "- 4K 

3x HDMI inputs 

Audio speaker system 

1x wireless charging (10W) 

2x USB-C charging points (8W) 

1x docking station: built-in USB-C with max 65W charging for compatible PCs



Haptic Panel Description

Internal switching 
on and off

HDMI choice of 
video source

Internal light 
intensity adjustment

Volume Adjustment

Sound reception mode: 
Stereo and Dolby

Backrest adjustment

Internal lights on and offGull wing opening (depending 
on the model chosen) External light on and off



Dimensions

Height: 1758 cm 
Width: 1300 cm 
Length: 1879 cm

Weight: 200-250 (up to panel materials) 
Occupied Space: 3/4 m²

PIANETA is a registered brand and product 
patented by Gremove srl SB

Trevisan & Cuonzo Law Firm 
Via Brera 6, Milan
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ORIGINE COLLECTION

Y.O.U
your own universe

Combine the materials and fabrics selected by the architect and designer Dudan and create your PIANETA.  



ORIGINE COLLECTION

Bespoke Edition

The creativity of our atelier exists on the unique experiences and emotions of its 
customers. Beyond the collection and Y.O.U. selection, we are ready to design 

new shapes and dress them according to the most personal and refined taste of 
the customer in search of their unique and unrepeatable PIANETA.            

Bespoke Edition is the door to enter your cosmos.









Website: www.ellierini.com 
Flagship Store: via Borgospesso 8 (corner via Montenapoleone), 20121 Milano  

Headquarter: Piazza Otto Novembre 6, 20129 Milano 
Contacts: atelier@ellierini.com

© Elli&Rini

PIANETA is a brand and product registered and patented by Gremove srl SB

Elli & Rini is a registered brand of Gremove srl SB

http://www.ellierini.com
https://goo.gl/maps/yaoEsF9rQmTyqoGT9

